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Abstract
Mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and variants thereof approximate the gradient of an
objective function with a small number of training examples, aka the batch size. Small batch sizes
require little computation but can yield high-variance gradient estimates, which poses some challenges
for optimization. Conversely, large batches require more computation but can yield higher precision
gradient estimates. This work presents a method to adapt the batch size to the model’s training loss.
For various function classes, we show that our method requires the same number of model updates
as gradient descent while requiring the same number of gradient computations as SGD. This method
requires evaluating the model’s loss on the entire dataset every model update. However, the required
computation is greatly reduced with a passive approximation of the adaptive method. We provide
extensive experiments illustrating that our methods require fewer model updates without increasing the
total amount of computation.
1 Introduction
Mini-batch SGD and variants thereof [6] are extremely popular in machine learning (e.g., [51; 42; 37]). These
methods attempt to minimize a function F (w) := 1/n
∑n
i=1 f(w; zi) where the function f measures the loss
of a model w on example zi. For example, if performing linear regression on d features, zi = (xi, yi) which
includes a feature vector xi ∈ Rd and scalar output variable yi ∈ R. To minimize F , mini-batch SGD uses B
examples to compute a model update via
wk+1 = wk − γk
B
B∑
i=1
∇f(wk; zis) (1)
where γk is the step-size or learning rate at model update k and is is chosen uniformly at random. This
update approximates F ’s gradient with B examples in order to make the complexity of each model update
scale with B, typically much smaller than n [8].
In practice, the batch size B is a hyper-parameter and is often constant throughout the optimization
(e.g, [1; 48; 19]). There is a clear tradeoff between small and large batch sizes in terms the number of model
updates or optimization iterations. Using small batch sizes reduces the computation required for each model
update while yielding imprecise estimates of the objective function’s gradient. Conversely, large batch sizes
yield more precise gradient estimates, but fewer model updates can be performed with the same computation
budget.
1.1 Contributions
Why should the batch size remain static as an optimization proceeds? With poor initialization, the optimal
model for each example is in the same direction. In this case, approximating the objective function’s gradient
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with more examples will have little benefit because each gradient is similar. By that measure, perhaps large
batch sizes will provide utility near the optimum because the optimum depends on all training examples.
This work expands upon the idea by adaptively growing the batch size with model performance1 as the
optimization proceeds. Specifically, this work does the following:
• Provides a methods to adapt the batch size to the model performance. These methods requires fairly
computation because it requires computing model performance before every model update.
• Rigorously shows that adapting the batch size to the model performance can require significantly
fewer model updates than standard mini-batch SGD.
• Shows that adapting the batch size to the model performance requires approximately the same total
number of gradient computations as SGD.2
• Provides a passive practical implementation that circumvents the requirement to evaluate the
objective function before every model update.
• Provides experimental results on both methods, which show that these methods require far fewer
model updates and the same amount of gradient computations as standard mini-batch SGD to find a
model with a particular accuracy.
In short, adaptively selecting the batch size combines the best of gradient descent and SGD: few model
updates and few gradient computations are required. A practical issue is that the adaptive method requires
evaluating the global objective function to compute the batch size. A passive approximation circumvents this
issue.
In Section 3, some preliminary notions are introduced before the presentation of the adaptive batch size
method and the corresponding convergence results in Section 4. We address some practical implementation
issues and provide validating experiments in Section 5.
2 Related work
Mini-batch SGD with small batch sizes tends to bounce around the optimum because the gradient estimate
has high variance – the optimum depends on all examples, not a few examples. Common methods to
circumvent this issue include some step size decay schedule [7, Sec. 4] and averaging model iterates with
averaged SGD (ASGD) [30]. Less common methods include stochastic average gradient (SAG) and stochastic
variance reduction (SVRG) because they present memory and computational restrictions respectively [35; 22].
Our work is more similar in spirit to variance reduction techniques that use variable learning rates and batch
sizes, discussed below.
Adaptive learning rates Adaptive learning rates or step sizes can help adapt the optimization to the
most informative features with Adagrad [45; 16] or to estimate the first and second moments of the gradients
with Adam [25]. Adagrad has inspired Adadelta [49] which makes some modifications to average over a
certain window and approximate the Hessian. Such methods are useful for convergence and a reduction in
hyperparameter tuning.3 AdaGrad and variants thereof give principled, robust ways to vary the learning rate
that avoid having to tune learning rate decay schedules [45].
Increasing batch sizes Increasing the batch size as an optimization proceeds is another method of variance
reduction. Strongly convex functions provably benefit from geometrically increasing batch sizes in terms of
the number of model updates while requiring no more gradient computations than SGD [6, Ch. 5].
Smith et al. perform variance reduction by geometrically increasing the batch size or decreasing the
learning rate by the same factor, both in discrete steps (e.g., every 60 epochs) [41]. Specifically, Smith et. al.
1“Model performance” defined as the objective function loss over the entire training set for convex and strongly-convex functions.
2At least for convex and strongly-convex functions.
3The original work on SGD stated that the learning rate should decay to meet some conditions, but did not specify the decay
schedule [32].
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motivate their method by connecting variance reduction to simulated annealing, in which reducing the “noise
scale” of SGD in a series of discrete steps enhances the likelihood of reaching a “robust” minima [41, Sec. 3].
Smith et al. show that increasing the batch size yields similar results to decaying the learning rate by the
same amount, which suggests that “it is the noise scale which is relevant, not the learning rate” [41, Sec. 5.1].
By that measure, adaptive batch sizes are to geometrically increasing batch sizes as adaptive learning rate
methods are to SGD learning rate decay schedules.
Adaptive batch sizes Several methods have been developed to adapt the batch size to the model [14; 2; 12].
These methods tend to look at the sample variance of every individual gradient, which involves the computation
of ‖∇fi(x)‖ for every example i in the current batch [12; 2; 14]. Naively, this requires feeding every example
through the model individually. This can be circumvented; Balles et al. present an approximation method to
avoid the variance estimation that requires about 1.25× more computation than the standard mini-batch
SGD update, with some techniques to avoid memory constraints [2, Sec. 4.2].
Friendlander et al. use adaptive batch sizes to prove linear convergence for strongly convex functions
and O (1/k) convergence rate for convex functions [17]. Their adaptive approach relies on providing a batch
size that satisfies certain error bounds on the gradient residual [17, Eq. 2.6]. This provides motivation for
geometrically increasing batch sizes [17, Sec. 3].
3 Preliminaries
First, some basic definitions:
Definition 1. A function F is L-Lipschitz if ‖F (w1)− F (w2)‖ ≤ L ‖w1 −w2‖ ∀ w1,w2.
Definition 2. A function F is β-smooth if the gradients are β-Lipschitz, or if ‖∇F (w1)−∇F (w2)‖ ≤
β ‖w1 −w2‖ ∀w1,w2.
The class of β-smooth functions is a result of the gradient norm being bounded, or that all the eigenvalues
of the Hessian are smaller than β. If a function F is β-smooth, the function also obeys ∀x1, x2, F (w1) ≤
F (w2) + 〈∇F (w2),w1 −w2〉+ β2 ‖w1 −w2‖22 [10, Lemma 3.4].
Definition 3. A function F is α-strongly convex if ∀w1,w2, F (w1) ≥ F (w2) + 〈∇F (w2),w1 −w2〉 +
α
2 ‖w1 −w2‖22.
α-strongly convex functions grow quadratically away from the optimum w? = arg minw F (w) since
F (w) − F (w?) ≥ α2 ‖w −w?‖22. While amenable to analysis, this criterion is often too restrictive. The
Polyak- Łojasiewicz condition is a generalization of strong convexity that’s less restrictive [31; 23]:
Definition 4. A function F obeys Polyak-Łojasiewicz (PL) condition with parameter α > 0 if 12 ‖∇F (w)‖22 ≥
α(F (w)− F ?) when F ? = minw F (w).
For simplicity, we refer to these functions F satisfying this condition as being “α-PL”. The class of α-PL
functions includes α-strongly convex functions and a certain class non-convex functions [23]. One important
constraint of α-PL functions is that every stationary point must be a global minimizer (though stationary
points are not necessarily unique). Recent work has shown similar convergence rates for α-PL and α-strongly
convex functions for different algorithms [23].
A bound on the expected gradient norm will also be useful because it will appear in theorem statements.
For ease of notation, the definition fi(w) := f(w; zi) will continue to be used.
Definition 5. For modelw, letM2(w) := 1/n
∑n
i=1 ‖∇fi(w)‖22 and letM := {M2(wk) : k ∈ N∪{0} and k <
T} when T model updates are performed. Define M2L := minM and M2U := maxM.
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Table 1: The number of model updates or gradient computations required to reach a model of error at most
ε. Error is defined with loss F (wT )− F ? ≤ ε for convex and α-strongly convex (α-SC) functions, and with
gradient norm for smooth functions, mink=0,...,T−1 ‖∇F (wk)‖ ≤ ε. All function classes are β-smooth and
for α-strongly convex functions, the condition number κ is given by κ = β/α. The function class column in
Table 1a is shared with Table 1b.
Function SGD Adaptive Gradientclass batch sizes descent
α-SC O (1/αε) O (κ log(1/ε)) O (κ log(1/ε))
Convex O (1/ε2) O (1/ε) O (1/ε)
Smooth O (1/ε4) O (1/ε2) O (1/ε2)
(a) Number of model updates required.
SGD Adaptive Gradientbatch sizes descent
O (1/αε) O (κ/ε log(1/ε)) O (nκ log(1/ε))
O (1/ε2) O (1/ε2) O (n/ε)
O (1/ε4) O (1/ε3) O (n/ε2)
(b) Number of gradient computations required.
4 Convergence
In this section we will prove convergence rates for mini-batch SGD with adaptive batch sizes and give
bounds on the number of gradient computations needed. Our main results are summarized in Table 1.
In general, we show that mini-batch SGD with appropriately chosen adaptive batch sizes converges as
quickly as gradient descent in terms of the number of model updates required, but does not require more
total gradient computations than serial SGD (up to constants).4 In general, the adaptive batch sizes are
inversely proportional to the model’s loss. These adaptive batch sizes are in part motivated by the results in
Appendix A.
Section 4.1 analyzes the number of model updates required, and Section 4.2 analyzes the number of
gradient computations required. This analysis and the results in Table 1 are only in terms the number of
gradient computations required to estimate the loss function’s gradient, and does not factor in computation
of the batch size. Methods to circumvent this issue are mentioned in Section 5.3.
4.1 Model updates
Let’s start in the context of α-PL functions. In this setting, SGD requires O (1/ε) model updates [23, Thm. 4].
Gradient descent requires log (1/ε) model updates [23, Thm. 1], as does SGD with geometrically increasing
batch sizes for strongly convex functions [6, Cor. 5.2]. We show that log (1/ε) model updates are also required
for the appropriate choice of adaptive batch sizes:
Theorem 1. Let xk denote the k-th iterate of mini-batch SGD with step-size γ on a β-smooth and α-PL
function F . If the batch size Bk at each iteration k is given by
Bk =
⌈
c
F (wk)− F ?
⌉
(2)
and the learning rate γ = α/[β
(
α+M2U/2c
)
] for some constant c > 0, then
E [F (wT )]− F ? ≤ (1− r)T (F (w0)− F ?)
where r := α2/
(
β
(
α+M2U/2c
))
. This implies T ≥ O (log (1/ε)) model updates are required to obtain wT
such that E [F (wT )]− F ? ≤ ε.
The proof is detailed in Appendix B.2. This theorem can also be applied to Euclidean distance from the
optimal model for α-strongly convex functions because α/2 ‖wk −w?‖22 ≤ F (wk) − F (w?). This theorem
makes a fairly standard assumption the optimal training loss F ? is known [45, Sec. 1.2].5 The learning rate γ
is typically a user-specified hyperparameter determined through trial-and-error (e.g, [34; 38]).
4In this theoretical discussion, the batch size will not require any computation for smooth functions.
5For most overparameterized neural nets, the optimal training loss is 0 or close to 0 [3; 50; 33].
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When F is convex, the same adaptive batch size method obtains comparable convergence rates to gradient
descent. Gradient descent requires O (1/ε) model updates [10, Thm. 3.3], and has linear convergence if an
exact line search is used [9, Eq. 9.18]. SGD requires O (1/ε2) model updates [10, Thm. 6.3]. Using adaptive
batch sizes with SGD also requires O (1/ε) model updates as well:
Theorem 2. Let xk denote the k-th iterate of mini-batch SGD with step size γ on some β-smooth and convex
function F . If the batch size Bk at each iteration is given by Equation 2 and γ = (β + 1/c)−1, then for any
T ≥ 1,
E [F (wT )]− F ? ≤ r
T
where r := ‖w0 − w∗‖2
(
β +
M2U
c
)
+ F (w0) − F ∗ and wT := 1T
∑T−1
i=0 wi+1. This implies T ≥ r/ε model
updates are required to obtain wT such that E [F (wT )]− F ? ≤ ε.
This proof adapts classic convergence analysis of SGD [10] and is in Appendix B.1.
When F is smooth and non-convex, we’ll provide an upper bound on the number of model updates
required to find an ε-approximate critical point so that ‖∇F (x)‖ ≤ ε. In this setting, SGD requires O (1/ε4)
model updates [47, Thm. 2], and gradient descent requires O (1/ε2) model updates [21, Thm. 2]. Adaptive
batch sizes require O (1/ε2) model updates:
Theorem 3. Let xk denote the k-th iterate of mini-batch SGD on a β-smooth function F . If the batch size
Bk at each iteration satisfies
Bk =
⌈
c
‖∇F (wk)‖22
⌉
(3)
for some c > 0 and the step size γ = β−1 · c/(c+M2L), then for any T ≥ 1,
min
k=0,...,T−1
‖∇F (wk)‖ ≤
√
r
T
where r := 2(F (w0)− F ?) · β
(
M2Lc
−1 + 1
)
. This implies T ≥ r2/ε2 model updates are required to obtain wT
such that mink=0,...,T−1 ‖∇F (wk)‖ ≤ ε.
The proof is detailed in Appendix B.3.
4.2 Number of gradient computations
While the convergence rates above show that adaptively chosen batch sizes can lead to fast convergence in
terms of the number of model updates, this is not a good metric for the total amount of work performed:
when the model is close to the optimum, the batch size will be large but only one model update will be
computed. A better metric for the amount of work performed is on the number of gradient computations
required to reach a model of a particular error.
Generally, the adaptive growth of the batch size requires no more gradient computations than standard
SGD. The number of gradient computations for SGD and gradient descent are reflected in the model update
count; SGD and gradient descent require computing 1 and n gradients per model update respectively. These
values are concisely summarized in Table 1. Growing the batch size geometrically for strongly functions only
requires O (1/ε) gradient computations [6, Thm. 5.3].
Corollary 4. For α-PL or α-strongly convex functions F , no more than 4cr log (1/ε) /ε gradient computations
are required in Theorem 1 where c and r are defined in Theorem 1.
Corollary 5. For convex and β-smooth functions F , no more than 4cr/ε2 gradient computations are required
in Theorem 2 where c and r are defined in Theorem 2.
Corollary 6. For β-smooth functions F , no more than 4cr/ε3 gradient computations are required to estimate
the loss function’s gradient in Theorem 3 where c and r are defined in Theorem 3.
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Proof is delegated to Appendix C. Corollaries 4, 5 and 6 rely on Lemma 14, which is not tight. Tightening
this bound requires finding lower bounds on model loss, a statement of the form F (wk)− F ? ≥ g(ε, k) for
some function g. There are classical bounds of this sort for gradient descent [28, Thms. 2.1.7 and 2.1.13], and
more recent lower bounds for SGD [29]. However, deriving a comprehensive understanding of lower bounds
for mini-batch SGD remains an open problem.
5 Experimental results & Practical considerations
In this section, we first show that the theory above works as expected: far fewer model are required to
obtain a model of a particular loss, and the total number of gradient computations is the same as standard
mini-batch SGD. However, the implementation above is impractical. We suggest some workarounds to address
these practical issues, and provide validating experiments.6
5.1 Synthetic simulations
First, let’s train a neural network with linear activations to illustrate our theoretical contributions. Practically
speaking, this is an extremely inefficient and roundabout way to compute a linear function. However, the
associated loss function is non-convex and more difficult to optimize. Despite the non-convexity it satisfies
the PL inequality almost everywhere in a measure–theoretic sense [13, Thm. 13]. This section will focus on
this optimization:
ŵ1, Ŵ2, Ŵ3 = arg min
w1,W2,W3
n∑
i=1
(
yi −wT1W2W3xi
)2
(4)
where there are n = 104 observations and each feature vector has d = 100 dimensions, and w1 ∈ Rd,
W2,W3 ∈ Rd,d. We generate synthetic data xi with coordinates drawn independently from N (0, 1). Each
label yi is given by yi = xTi w? + ni where ni ∼ N (0, d/100) and w?i ∼ N (0, 1). Of the n = 104 observations,
2 · 103 observations are used as test data.
In order to understand our adaptive batch size method, we compare mini-batch SGD with the adaptive
batch size method in Theorem 1 (“Adaptive Batch SGD”) to standard mini-batch SGD with decaying step
size (SGD), gradient descent and Adagrad. The hyperparameters for these optimizers are not tuned and
details are in Appendix D.1. Adagrad and SGD are run with batch size B = 64.
Figure 1 shows that adaptive batch sizes require far fewer model updates, not far from the number that
gradient descent requires. Adaptive Batch SGD and SGD require nearly the same number of data, with
Adagrad requiring more data but far less than gradient descent. Figure 1c shows that the batch size grows
nearly exponentially.
A practical issue immediately presents itself: the computation of the batch size requires evaluating the
loss function at every model update.
5.2 Generalization & Finite resources
Functionally, increasing the batch size reduces the variance of gradient estimate [6, Ch. 5], or reduces the
“noise scale” of the gradient update [41]. It’s well known by practitioners of simulated annealing that reducing
the noise scale in discrete steps helps the system converge to a global optima (e.g., [Sec. 2.1 4; 41]).
Additionally, reducing the maximum batch size might help with generalization – there’s evidence models
generalize poorly with a large static batch size [40; 20], though it’s not clear what happens when the batch
size increases as proposed. We use a maximum batch size to work around this issue.7 When the batch size
is too large, the learning rate is decayed by the factor the batch size would have increased as proposed by
Smith et al. [41].
6These experiments are available at https://github.com/stsievert/adadamp-experiments.
7This also provides a basic implementation to avoid GPU memory constraints
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Figure 1: Different performance metrics for different optimizers for the minimization in Section 5.1. The
legend in Figure 1b is shared with Figures 1a and 1c, and the “ERM test loss” is the test loss of the linear
ERM solution. “Epochs” refers to “n training examples have been processed.” The solid lines represent the
mean over 50 runs, and the shaded region represent the interquartile range.
Algorithm 1 AdaDamp
1: procedure AdaDamp(step size γ, initial batch
size B0, maximum batch size Bmax, initial model
w0, relaxation time d)
2: c← B0(F (w0)− F ?)
3: for k ∈ [0, 1, 2, . . .] do
4: if k % d = 0 then
5: Bk ← dc/(F (wk)− F ?)e
6: else
7: Bk ← Bk−1
8: if Bk ≥ Bmax then
9: γ′ ← γBmax/Bk
10: Bk ← Bmax
11: else
12: γ′ ← γ
13: ĝk = 1/Bk
∑Bk
i=1∇fis(wk)
14: wk+1 ← wk − γ′ĝk
return wk+1
We incorporate this maximum batch size and
learning rate decay into our algorithm. Details on
this algorithm are in Algorithm 1 which adaptively
damps the variance of mini-batch SGD’s gradient
estimate.
To ensure this is a reasonable algorithm, let’s
train a convolutional neural network (CNN) with
about 111,000 parameters on the Fashion MNIST
dataset [46]. Different optimizers are tuned for this
model and dataset: SGD with step size decay, Ada-
grad [16], “GeoDamp” [41], AdaDamp. GeoDamp
increases the batch size 5× every 6 epochs, then de-
cays the learning rate with the same schedule after
the maximum batch size is reached. SGD uses a
static batch size but also decays the learning rate
geometrically (with a different schedule than Geo-
Damp). Details on how these methods were tuned
are in Appendix D.2. SGD and Adagrad are run
with batch sizes of B = 256.
The number of epochs and models updates are
shown in Figure 2. Here, the most relevant compari-
son is between AdaDamp/Adagrad and GeoDamp/SGD because AdaDamp is to GeoDamp as Adagrad is to
SGD as mentioned in Section 2. AdaDamp requires the same number of epochs as Adagrad or SGD, but
about 3× fewer model updates. GeoDamp performs remarkably well: it has a noticeably better generalization
accuracy, and requires far fewer epochs than any of the competing methods. However, AdaDamp requires
fewer model updates for moderate accuracies. Let’s further investigate the difference between GeoDamp
and AdaDamp.
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(a) The number of model updates
vs. test accuracy.
(b) The number of epochs vs. test
accuracy.
(c) How the batch sizes changes with
model updates u.
Figure 2: Performance on the Fashion-MNIST dataset (described more in Section 5.2. Figure 2c and 2a share
the legend with Figures 2b. For all figures, the solid line represents the median over 150 independent runs
and the shaded region represent the interquartile range (IQR). The legend in Figure 2b shows the median of
the final test accuracy ± half the width of the IQR.
5.3 Batch size estimation
All of the results in this paper have unrealistically assumed that the batch size Bk is given and does require
computation. One method to estimate Bk from the number of model updates is to assume the bounds in
Theorems 2 and 3 characterize how the loss decreases, or that the loss decreases like 1/k. This resulting
passive approximation of AdaDamp is in Algorithm 2. This algorithm has the distinct advantage that
unknown hyperparameters do not need be specified (e.g, the optimal training loss F ?).
PadaDamp assumes the loss function F is convex or non-convex; geometrically increasing batch sizes
suffice for strongly convex functions [6, Ch. 5]. PadaDamp is specifically designed to mirror the batch size
increase shown in Figure 2c, the reason for including the decay constant τ . The default value provided is
obtained from the experiment in Section 5.2 and is not tuned in this section. Comparatively, GeoDamp
geometrically increases the batch size as a function of epochs.
We perform two sets of experiments to validate PadaDamp: one with a Wide-ResNet model [48] on the
CIFAR-10 dataset [26], and one on a simpler model/dataset. In both these experiments, all optimizers include
Nestrov momentum [28]. The CIFAR-10 experiments mirror the experiments by Smith et al. [41] and L.
Smith [39]. GeoDamp rather significantly outperforms PadaDamp, which in turn outperforms SGD with geo-
metrically decaying step sizes. The experimental results are shown in Figure 4, and details are in Appendix D.3.
Algorithm 2 PadaDamp
1: procedure PadaDamp(batch size growth
ratem, AdaDamp arguments, decay constant
τ = 3/1000)
2: The same implementation as AdaDamp, ex-
cept line 5 is replaced with these lines:
3: B˜k = B0 + dm · ke
4: Bk = max{B0/4,
(
1− e−k·τ) B˜k}
The other experiment involves a smaller model
that enables exhaustive hyperparameter optimiza-
tion. We use the forest cover types dataset [5] with
a similar train/test split to Kaggle’s train/test split
of the same dataset, and a small but overparameter-
ized neural network with about 34,000 parameters.
With this model/dataset, exhaustive hyperparam-
eter optimization on PadaDamp and GeoDamp is
performed.8 Adagrad is run with PyTorch 1.3’s de-
fault parameters except for a weight decay value of
106. “PadaDamp LR” and “GeoDamp LR” which
have the same hyperparameters as PadaDamp and GeoDamp but have a static batch size. Details are in
Appendix D.4. By that measure, PadaDamp LR has nearly the same implementation as 1/k annealing
learning rates, which can have minimal model updates with a static batch size [27].
8Using 20% of the training set as a validation set.
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Figure 3: Various performance metrics for one experiment in Section 5.3. PadaDamp LR decreases the
learning rate by the same amount as PadaDamp would have increased the batch size.
The experimental results from these implementations are shown in Figure 3. All optimizers share the
same neural network weights at initialization. Surprisingly, GeoDamp and the corresponding GeoDamp
LR do not yield accuracies higher than 60% despite GeoDamp obtaining a validation accuracy of 76.22%,
which is similar to PadaDamp’s 76.52%.9 The baseline untuned Adagrad obtains a final testing accuracy
within 2% of the final achieved by PadaDamp LR, rather remarkable given the lack of tuning. As expected,
PadaDamp outperforms PadaDamp LR in terms of model updates but not epochs, similar to Figure 2 of
Smith et al.’s work [41].
6 Conclusion & Future work
This work presents a method to have the batch size depend on the model training loss. However, this method
requires significant computation. This complexity is mitigated by the presentation of a passive approximation
to the adaptive method. This methods does not require excessive computation nor knowledge of optimal
training loss. Experimental results validate and extend the theoretical results.
Future work involves studying why GeoDamp performs exceptionally well compared to AdaDamp and
PadaDamp. This will likely motivate the design of a method similar to PadaDamp that might incorporate
second-order information [49] and/or line searches [44; 14; 15].
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A Gradient diversity bounds
Yin et al. introduced a measure of gradient dissimilarity called “gradient diversity” [47]:
Definition 6. The gradient diversity of a model w with respect to F is given by
∆(w) :=
∑n
i=1 ‖∇fi(w)‖22
‖∑ni=1∇fi(w)‖22 =
∑n
i=1 ‖∇fi(w)‖22∑n
i=1 ‖∇fi(w)‖22 +
∑
i6=j 〈fi(w), fj(w)〉
. (5)
when fi(w) = f(w;xi). Let ∆k := ∆(wk) given iterates {wi}Ti=1.
When the gradients are orthogonal, then ∆k = 1 and when all the gradients are exactly the same, then
∆k = 1/n.
Yin et al. show that serial SGD and mini-batch SGD produce similar results with the same number of
gradient evaluations [47, Theorem 3]. In this result, the batch size must obey a bound proportional to the
maximum gradient diversity over all iterates. Let’s see how gradient diversity changes as an optimization
proceeds:
Theorem 7. If F is β-smooth, the gradient diversity ∆k obeys ∆k ≥ c/ ‖wk −w?‖22 for c = M2L/β2n.
Theorem 8. If F is α-strongly convex, the gradient diversity ∆k obeys ∆k ≤ c/ ‖wk −w?‖22 for c = M2U/α2n.
Corollary 9. If F is α-PL, then the gradient diversity ∆k obeys ∆k ≤ c/(F (wk)− F ?) for c = M2U/2αn.
Straightforward proofs of the above are given in Appendix A.1 and A.2. These proofs will rely on
Lemma 10. If a function f is λ-strongly convex, then f is also λ-PL.
and
Corollary 11 (from Lemma 1 on [47]). Let wk be a model after k updates. Let wk+1 be the model after a
mini-batch iteration given by Equation 1 with batch size Bk ≤ nδ∆k + 1 for an arbitrary δ. Then,
E
[
‖wk+1 −w?‖22
∣∣∣wk] ≤ ‖wk −w?‖22 − 2γk 〈∇F (wk),wk −w?〉+ (1 + δ)γ2M2(wk)Bk
with equality when there are no projections.
Proof is in Appendix A.3.
A.1 Proof of Theorem 7
Proof. First, let’s expand the gradient diversity term and exploit that ∇F (w?) = 0 when w? is a local
minimizer or saddle point:
∆k =
∑
i ‖∇fi(wk)‖22
‖∑i∇fi(wk)‖22
=
∑
i ‖∇fi(wk)‖22
‖n∇F (wk)‖22
=
1
n
∑
i ‖∇fi(wk)‖22
n ‖∇F (wk)−∇F (w?)‖22
Because F is β-smooth, ‖∇F (w1)−∇F (w2)‖ ≤ β ‖w1 −w2‖. Then,
∆k =
M2(wk)
n ‖∇F (wk)−∇F (w?)‖22
≥ M
2(wk)
nβ2 ‖wk −w?‖22
≥ M
2
L
nβ2 ‖wk −w?‖22
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A.2 Proof of Theorem 8
Proof. Now, define expand gradient diversity and take advantage that ∇F (x?) = 0 when x? is a local minima
or saddle point:
∆k =
∑
i ‖∇fi(wk)‖22
‖∑i∇fi(wk)‖22
=
1
n
∑
i ‖∇fi(wk)‖22
n ‖∇F (wk)‖22
=
M2(wk)
n ‖∇F (wk)‖22
≤ M
2(wk)
2αn (F (wk)− F (w?))
In the context of Theorem 8, the function F is assumed to be α-strongly convex. This implies that the
function F is also α-PL as shown in Lemma 10. With this, the fact that strongly convex functions grow at
least quadratically can be used, so
M2(wk)
2αn (F (wk)− F (w?)) ≤
M2(wk)
α2n ‖wk −w?‖22
Then, by definition of M2 and M2U , there’s also
∆k ≤ M
2
U
2αn (F (wk)− F (w?)) ≤
M2U
α2n ‖wk −w?‖22
A.3 Proof of Lemma 10
There is a brief proof of this in Appendix B of [23]. It is expanded here for completeness.
Proof. Recall that λ-strongly convex means ∀x, y
f(y) ≥ f(x) +∇f(x)T (y − x) + λ
2
‖y − x‖22
and λ-PL means that 12 ‖∇f(x)‖22 ≥ λ(f(x)− f(x?)).
Let’s start off with the definition of strong convexity, and define g(y) = ∇f(x)T (y − x) + λ2 ‖y − x‖22.
Then, it’s simple to see that
f(x?)− f(x) ≥ ∇f(x)T (x? − x) + λ
2
‖x? − x‖22
≥ min
y
g(y)
g is a convex function, so the minimum can be obtained by setting ∇g(y) = 0. When the minimum of g(y) is
found, y = x− 1λ∇f(x). That means that
min
y
g(y) = g(x− λ−1∇f(x))
=
−1
λ
‖f(x)‖22 +
1
2λ
‖∇f(x)‖22
≥ −1
2λ
‖∇f(x)‖22
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because y − x = −1λ ∇f(x).
B Convergence
This section will analyze the convergence rate of mini-batch SGD on F (w). In this, at every iteration k, Bk
examples are drawn uniformly at random with repetition via i(k)1 , . . . , i
(k)
Bk
from the possible example indices
{1, . . . , n}. Let Sk = {i(k)1 , . . . , i(k)Bk}. The model is updated with wk+1 = wk − γkgk where
gk =
1
Bk
∑
i∈Sk
∇fi(wk).
Note that E[gk] = ∇F (wk). Moreover, straightforward calculation shows the following:
Lemma 12. Let c′ = c/M2U . Then
E
[
‖∇F (wk)− gk‖22
∣∣∣wk] ≤ F (wk)− F ?
c′
.
Proof.
E
[
‖∇F (wk)− gk‖22
∣∣∣wk] = E [‖∇F (wk)‖22 + ‖gk‖22 − 2 〈∇F (wk), gk〉 ∣∣∣wk]
= E
∥∥∥∥∥ 1Bk
Bk∑
i=1
∇fik(wk)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
∣∣∣wk
− ‖∇F (wk)‖22
=
E
[
‖∇f(wk)‖22
∣∣∣wk]
Bk
+
Bk − 1
Bk
‖∇F (wk)‖22 − ‖∇F (wk)‖22
≤
E
[
M2(wk)
∣∣∣wk]
Bk
≤
E
[
M2(wk)
∣∣∣wk] (F (wk)− F ?)
c′M2U
≤ E [Fk − F
?]
c′
when the batch size Bk =
⌈
c(F (wk)− F ?)−1
⌉
and with c = c′M2U .
B.1 Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. Suppose we use a step-size of γ = 1/(β + 1/η) for η > 0. Then, we have the following relation,
extracted from the proof of Theorem 6.3 of [10].
E[F (wk+1)− F ?] ≤ (β + 1/η)
2
(E‖wk −w∗‖ − E‖wk+1 −w∗‖) + η
2
E‖∇F (wk)− gk‖2.
By Lemma 12, and taking η = c′, we have
E[F (wk+1)− F ?] ≤ (β + 1/η)
2
(E‖wk −w∗‖ − E‖wk+1 −w∗‖) + η
2
E[F (wk)− F ?]
c′
=
(β + 1/c′)
2
(E‖wk −w∗‖ − E‖wk+1 −w∗‖) + 1
2
E[F (wk)− F ?].
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Summing k = 0 to k = T − 1 we have
T−1∑
k=0
E[F (wk+1)− F ?] ≤ (β + 1/c
′)
2
(E‖w0 −w∗‖ − E‖wk+1 −w∗‖) + 1
2
T−1∑
k=0
E[F (wk)− F ?]
≤ (β + 1/c
′)
2
R2 +
1
2
T−1∑
k=0
E[F (wk)− F ?].
Rearranging, we have
T−1∑
k=0
E[F (wk+1)− F ?] = (β + 1/c′)R2 + F (w0)− F ? − 2(F (wT )− F ?)
≤ (β + 1/c′)R2 + F (w0)− F ?
This implies the desired result after applying the law of iterated expectation and convexity.
B.2 Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. From definition of β-smooth (Definition 2) and with the SGD iterations,
F (wk+1) ≤ F (wk)− γ
〈
∇F (wk), 1
B
B∑
i=1
∇fsi(w)
〉
+
βγ2
2
∥∥∥∥∥ 1B
B∑
i=1
∇fsi(wk)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
Wrapping with conditional expectation and noticing that
〈∑B
i=1 ai,
∑B
i=1 ai
〉
=
∑B
i=1 ‖ai‖2+
∑B
i=1
∑B
j=1,j 6=i 〈ai, aj〉,
E
[
F (wk+1)− F (w?)
∣∣∣wk] ≤ F (wk)− F (w?)− γ ‖∇F (wk)‖22 + βγ22 E
∥∥∥∥∥ 1B
B∑
i=1
∇fsi(wk)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
∣∣∣wk

= F (wk)− F ? − γ ‖∇F (wk)‖22 +
βγ2
2
E
[
‖∇f(wk)‖22
]
B
+
B − 1
B
‖∇F (wk)‖22

= F (wk)− F ? − γ ‖∇F (wk)‖22 +
βγ2
2
(
M2(wk)
B
+
B − 1
B
‖∇F (wk)‖22
)
≤ F (wk)− F ? + ‖∇F (wk)‖22
(
βγ2
2
− γ
)
+
βγ2
2
F (wk)− F (w?)
c′
when c = c′M2U . Then choose γ <
2
β so
βγ2
2 − γ < 0. Then because F is α-PL,
≤ F (wk)− F ? −
(
γ − βγ
2
2
)
· 2α(F (wk)− F (w?)) + βγ
2
2
F (wk)− F (w?)
c′
=
(
1− 2αγ + 2αβγ
2
2
+
βγ2
2c′
)
(F (wk)− F (w?))
=
(
1− aγ + bγ2) (F (wk)− F (w?))
when a = 2α and b = β
(
α+ 12c′
)
. Choose the step size γ = a/2b = α/[β
(
α+ 12c′
)
] < 1/β. Then
=
(
1− a
2
4b
)
(F (wk)− F (w?))
=
(
1− α
2
β
(
α+ 12c′
)) (F (wk)− F (w?))
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This holds for any k. Then means by law of iterated expectation,
E
[
F (w2)− F ?
∣∣∣w0] = E [E [F (w2)− F ? ∣∣∣w1] ∣∣∣wk]
≤ E
[
(1− r)E
[
F (w1)− F ?
∣∣∣w1] ∣∣∣w0]
= (1− r)E
[
F (w1)− F ?
∣∣∣w0]
≤ (1− r)E
[
(1− r)(F (w0)− F ?)
∣∣∣w0]
= (1− r)2(F (w0)− F ?)
when r :=
(
1− α2
β(α+ 12c′ )
)
. Continuing this process to iteration T ,
E
[
F (wT )− F (w?)
∣∣∣w0] ≤ (1− α2
β
(
α+ 12c′
))T (F (w0)− F (w?))
Noticing that 1− x ≤ e−x for all x ≥ 0, E [F (wT )− F (w?)] ≤ ε when
T ≥ log
(
F (w0)− F (w?)
ε
)(
β
(
α+ 12c′
)
α2
)
(6)
B.3 Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. By definition,
F (wk+1) ≤ F (wk) + 〈∇F (wk),wk+1 −wk〉+ β
2
‖wk+1 −wk‖22
So,
γ
〈
∇F (wk), 1
Bk
Bk∑
i=1
∇fis(wk)
〉
≤ Fk − Fk+1 + βγ
2
2
∥∥∥∥∥ 1Bk
Bk∑
i=1
∇fis(wk)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
Wrapping in conditional expectation given wk,
γ ‖∇F (wk)‖22 ≤ E
[
Fk − Fk+1
∣∣∣wk]+ βγ2
2
E
∥∥∥∥∥ 1Bk
Bk∑
i=1
∇fis(wk)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
∣∣∣wk

≤ E [Fk − Fk+1] + βγ
2
2
(
M2(wk)
Bk
+
Bk − 1
Bk
‖∇F (wk)‖22
)
≤ E [Fk − Fk+1] + βγ
2
2
(
‖∇Fk‖22
c
+ ‖∇F (wk)‖22
)
when c = c′M2L. Then
‖∇F (wk)‖22
(
γ − γ
2β
2
(c′−1 + 1)
)
≤ E [Fk − Fk+1]
Then with this result and iterated expectation
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min
k=0,...,T−1
‖∇F (wk)‖22 ≤
1
T
T−1∑
k=0
‖∇F (wk)‖22
≤ F0 − F
?
T
(
γ − γ
2β
2
(c′−1 + 1)
)−1
≤ F0 − F
?
T
2β
(
1
c′
+ 1
)
when γ = β−1c/(c+M2L)).
Corollary 13.
T−1∑
k=0
‖∇F (wk)‖22 ≤ 2β (F0 − F ?)
(
1
c′
+ 1
)
C Number of examples
The number of examples required to be processed is the sum of batch sizes:
T∑
i=1
Bi
over T iterations. This section will assume an oracle provides the batch size Bi.
C.1 Proof of Corollaries 5 and 4
These proofs require another lemma that will be used in both proofs:
Lemma 14. If a model is trained so the loss difference from optimal F (w)−F ? ∈ [ε/2, ε], then 4B0(F (w0)−
F ?)T/ε examples need to be processed when there are T model updates the initial batch size is B0.
C.1.1 Proof of Corollary 5
Proof. This case requires T ≥ rβ/ε iterations when F is convex and β-smooth by Theorem 1. Applying
Lemma 14 gives that AdaDamp requires no more then the number of examples
T−1∑
k=0
Bk ≤ 1
ε2
· 4rβB0δ0
when δ0 := F (w0)− F ?.
C.1.2 Proof of Corollary 4
Proof. This case requires T ≥ cα,β log (δ0/ε) iterations for some constant c when F is α-PL and β-smooth by
Equation 6 when δ0 = F (w0)− F ?. Applying Lemma 14 gives that AdaDamp requires no more then the
number of examples
T−1∑
k=0
Bk ≤ log (δ0/ε)
ε
· 4cα,βB0δ0
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C.2 Proof of Lemma 14
Proof.
T∑
k=1
Bk =
T∑
k=1
⌈
B0(F (w0)− F ?)
F (wk)− F ?
⌉
≤ 2B0(F (w0)− F ?)
T∑
k=1
1
F (wk)− F ?
≤ 4B0(F (w0)− F ?)T/ε
C.3 Proof of Corollary 6
Proof. Following the proof of Lemma 14,
T∑
k=1
Bk =
T∑
k=1
⌈
c
‖∇F (wk)‖22
⌉
≤ 2c
T∑
k=1
1
‖∇F (wk)‖22
≤ 4cT/ε
≤ 4cr/ε3
using Theorem 3 when ‖∇F (wk)‖ ≤ ε (and not when ‖∇F (wk)‖22 ≤ ε).
D Tuning
D.1 Synthetic dataset
All optimizers use learning rate γ = 2.5 · 10−3 unless explicitly noted otherwise.
• SGD with adaptive batch sizes. Batch size: Bk =
⌈
B0(F (x0)− F ?)(F (xk)− F ?)−1
⌉
, B0 = 2.
• SGD with decaying step sizes: Static batch size B = 64, decaying step size γk = 10γ/k at iteration
k [27].
• AdaGrad is used with a batch size of B = 64 and PyTorch 1.1’s default hyperparameters, γ = 0.01
and 0 for all other hyperparameters.
• Gradient descent. No other hyperparameters are required past learning rate.
These hyperparameters were not tuned past ensuring the convergence of each optimizer.
D.2 Fashion MNIST
Fashion MNIST is a dataset with 60,000 training examples and 10,000 testing examples. Each example
includes a 28× 28 image that falls in one of 10 classes (e.g., “coat” or “bag”) [46]. The standard pre-processing
in PyTorch’s MNIST example is used.10
10The transform at http://github.com/pytorch/examples/.../mnist/main.py#L105 is used; the resulting pixels value have a
mean of 0.504 and a standard deviation of 1.14, not zero mean and unit variance as is typical for preprocessing. The model
used has about 110 thousand parameters and includes biases in all layers, likely resolving any issues.
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The CNN used has about 111,000 parameters that specify 3 convolutional layers with max-pooling and
2 fully-connected layers, with ReLU activations after every layer. This CNN is small enough to evaluate
AdaDamp’s batch size, especially since the batch size is only evaluated once every d = 50 model updates.
The hyperparameter optimization process for followed this data flow. For each optimizer, the following
steps were performed:
1. Randomly sample about 1000 hyper-parameters from the spaces defined in Section D.2.1. Train these
models for 100 epochs.11 Use 20% of the train dataset for validation and 80% for training.
2. Select 200 of the best performing hyperparameters from the previous step as measured against validation
loss. Report the average performance over 5 different validation sets after training for 100 epochs.
3. Select the hyperparameters that had validation loss within 0.005 of the minimum and the minimum
number of model updates.
4. With these parameters, train the model for 150 epochs on the entire training set and evaluate performance
on the testing set.
Step 2 is somewhat similar to median elimination [18, Section 3.2.2]. We performed step 3 because model
updates are also a metric shown in the Figure 2, and there were 54 such models for Adagrad, 6 for SGD and
26 for GeoDamp.
There were 8 such models forAdaDamp. However, between step 3 and before step 4 additional modification
were to these hyperparameter to encourage better performance and to slightly modify the implementation.
For all tuned optimizers, we evaluated performance on the testing once. We did this by measuring 200
different random seeds.
D.2.1 Hyperparameter sampling space and tuned values
The learning rates are sampled log-uniformly at random between the two values supplied below. All other
choices are made uniformly at random from the supplied list.
• Adagrad:
– Learning rate: between 10−2.5 and 10−1.5 (tuned value: 10−2.249).
– Batch size: [32, 64, 128, 256] (tuned value: 256).
• AdaDamp:
– Learning rate: between 10−2 and 100 (tuned value: 10−1.329).
– Initial batch size: [10, 12, 14, 16, 24, 32, 48, 64] (tuned value: 64).
– Relaxation time: [5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000] (tuned value: 50).
– Maximum batch size: [64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048] (tuned value: 1024).
• GeoDamp:
– Learning rate: between 10−2 and 100 (tuned value: 10−1.304).
– Initial batch size: [16, 32, 64] (tuned value: 32).
– Damping delay (epochs): [4, 6, 8, 12, 16] (tuned value: 6).
– Damping factor: [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] (tuned value: 5).
– Maximum batch size: [512, 1024, 2048, 4096] (tuned value: 4096).
• SGD:
11All jobs did not complete in time. AdaDamp completed 802 jobs and all other optimizers completed between 945 and 963 jobs.
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Figure 4: Different performance metrics for PadaDamp, GeoDamp and GeoDamp LR on the CIFAR-10
dataset. Details are in Section D.3.
– Learning rate: between 10−2 and 100 (tuned value: 10−1.760).
– Damping delay (epochs): [4, 8, 10, 12, 16] (tuned value: 16).
– Damping factor: [1.4, 1.7, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] (tuned value: 2).
– Batch size: [32, 64, 128, 256] (tuned value: 256).
If the damping factor is d and the damping delay is e epochs, the batch size increases by a factor of d or
the step size decays by a factor of d every e epochs.
D.3 CIFAR-10
The CIFAR-10 dataset has 50,000 training images and 10,000 images that fall into 10 classes (e.g., “bird” or
“airplane”). All images are color and 32× 32. The standard normalization is used to make the pixels zero
mean and unit variance in each plane.12
Following the implementation of Wide-ResNet in Smith et al. [41], the “16-4” configuration of Wide-ResNet
uses learning rate 0.1 and an initial batch size of 128. We trained these models for 210 epochs. Every 60
epochs, the batch size increases by a factor of 5 for GeoDamp. For SGD, every 60 epochs the learning rate
decays by a factor of 5.
In our experiments, GeoDamp reaches testing accuracy that’s about 2% higher than PadaDamp’s testing
accuracy, and with the same number of model updates. PadaDamp and GeoDamp LR reach similar testing
accuracies after a given number of epochs; however, PadaDamp requires fewer model updates to reach the
same testing accuracy.
Comparison with related work Our experiments do not reach the CIFAR-10 test set accuracy of about
94% that Smith et al. obtained [41, Fig. 3b], though PadaDamp does outperform the Wide-ResNet with
32 layers in the work by L. Smith [39, Table 2], which obtains a CIFAR-10 testing accuracy of between
88.7%± 0.6 after training for 200 epochs.
D.3.1 Hyperparameter optimization
We followed previous work to allow easy comparison and avoid extensive hyperparameter tuning. We still
performed some basic tuning. Below, we’ll describe the hyperparameter space then describe the tuning
algorithm.
Unless otherwise mentioned, these hyperparameters were used:
12kuangliu/pytorch-cifar/.../main.py#L34
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• Learning rate: 0.1.
• Momentum: 0.9.
• Nestrov momentum: True.
• Initial batch size: 128
This mirrors the work of Smith et. al [41], so this completely specifies the GeoDamp configuration. For
PadaDamp, we tuned the following variables:
• Momentum, sampled uniformly between 0 and 1. (tuned value: approximately 0.87. That gave
motivation to choose a momentum value of 0.9 to mirror existing work).
• The relaxation time or “dwell” parameter: sampled uniformly from the list [1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200,
500]. (tuned value: 10).
• Batch size growth rate: sampled log uniformly from the space between 10−4 and 10−1.5. (tuned value:
0.013022)
• Maximum batch size: sampled uniformly from the list [128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048]. (tuned value: 1024.
PadaDamp never obtained this maximum batch size.).
The hyperparameter optimization algorithm used is similar to median elimination [18, Section 3.2.2] or
successive halving [24]:
1. Sample 200 hyperparameters. Run each for 20 epochs.
2. Choose the top 60 models from (1). Run those models for 60 epochs.
3. Choose the top 50 models from (2). Run those models for 180 epochs.
4. Choose the top 10 models from (3). Run those models for 210 epochs, and average over 3 random seeds
that determine the order in which examples are seen.
Model initialization remained constant through all steps. Steps (2) and (3) defined “top N ” as “the N
models with the lowest loss.” Step (4) defined “top 10” as “10 models with low loss and high accuracy.” We
chose the tuned set of hyperparameters from one of the 10 models that had few model updates and high
validation accuracy. These 10 models all reached similar average validation accuracies (within 1%) but the
number of model updates varied significantly (by about a factor of 4).
Steps (2), (3) and (4) used different validation sets. We only used the provided test once to create Figure 4.
D.4 Forest cover types
D.4.1 Dataset
The dataset used is the UCI forest cover types dataset [5]. This dataset includes a total of 581,012 examples
of forests that are in “four wilderness areas located in the Roosevelt National Forest of northern Colorado.
These areas represent forests with minimal human-caused disturbances, so that existing forest cover types are
more a result of ecological processes rather than forest management practices.”
Each example has 54 integer features. Some examples of features names are include elevation, slope, soil
type, and horizontal distance to fire points. Each examples also includes information on the classification, the
“cover type” or the dominant vegetation growing in the image.
For each of the continuous features, we process by subtracting the mean and making each feature have
unit variance. There are 10 features like this, and the other features are 0/1 indicator variables encoding soil
type (40 columns) and wilderness area type (4 columns).
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D.4.2 Model
We create a simple fully-connected neural network with PyTorch, and wrap it with Skorch [43], a wrapper for
PyTorch models to conform to the Scikit-learn API [11]. This fully connected neural network uses 25,000
training examples more than 500,000 testing examples. This is similar to the train/test split Kaggle uses on
the same dataset.13
This model has ReLU activations, 7 hidden layers and a dropout of 33.3%. It has a total of 34,406 weights.
We train this model for 300 epochs.
D.4.3 Hyperparameter optimization
We randomly sample hyperparameters from the space below, then initialize models with those hyperparameters.
We tune GeoDamp and PadaDamp. From GeoDamp, we also create a “GeoDamp LR” optimizer that
geometrically decays the learning rate. These are the hyperparameter space for each optimizer:
• GeoDamp
– Damping delay (epochs): log-uniform between 1 and 60. (tuned value: 48).
– Batch size increase factor/learning rate decrease factor: log uniform between 1 and 20 (tuned
value: approximately 4.283).
• PadaDamp
– Relaxation time or “dwell”: uniformly sampled from the list [1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000]
(tuned value: 500).
– Batch size growth rate: log-uniform between 10−4 and 10−1 (tuned value: approximately
2.1 · 10−3).
For both optimizers we tune these values:
• Initial batch size: uniformly sampled from the list [25, 26, 27, . . . , 211].
– Tuned values: PadaDamp: 26, GeoDamp: 25.
• Initial batch size: uniformly sampled from the list [25, 26, 27, . . . , 211]
– Tuned values: PadaDamp: 2048 (this batch size isn’t reached), GeoDamp: 256.
• Weight decay: log-uniform between 10−8 and 10−2.
– Tuned values: PadaDamp: approximately 0.13 · 10−3, GeoDamp: approximately 1.12 · 10−3.
• Momentum used with Nesterov momentum: uniformly sampled between 0 and 1.
– Tuned values: PadaDamp: approximately 0.892, GeoDamp: approximately 0.732.
• Learning rate: log-uniform between 1/2 · 10−4 and 10−1.
– Tuned values: PadaDamp: approximately 4.46 · 10−3, GeoDamp: approximately 4.62 · 10−3.
To tune this dataset, we used the Hyperband implementation in Dask-ML [36]. For both optimizers,
we sample 415 hyperparameters and initialize models with those hyperparameters. We then use the early
stopping scheme to reduce the amount of computation. We use the validation accuracy as the metric when
deciding to stop models. We use directly use the result that Hyperband uses for PadaDamp; for GeoDamp
we also evaluate the second highest scoring model after the highest scoring model failed to converge.
13https://www.kaggle.com/c/forest-cover-type-prediction
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In both cases, the highest performing model was found in the least adaptive brackets as expected. The
PadaDamp hyperparameters were found in the 3rd least adaptive bracket and the GeoDamp hyperparameters
were found in 2rd least adaptive bracket. These brackets sample 18 and 9 models respectively. The most
adaptive bracket sampled 243 models.
25
